
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
 

DANIEL B. O’KEEFE and 
CELESTE A. FOSTER O’KEEFE, 
Individually and d/b/a THE DANCEL GROUP, INC.; 
and THE DANCEL GROUP, INC.                   PLAINTIFFS 
 
VS.                                      Civil Action No. 1:08cv600 HSO-LRA                         
 
STATE FARM FIRE AND CASUALTY  
COMPANY; MARSHALL J. ELEUTERIUS; 
And John and Jane Doe Defendants A-H DEFENDANTS 
 
 

PLAINTIFFS’ RESPONSE IN OPPOSITON TO  
STATE FARM’S [254] MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 

 
 COME NOW the Plaintiffs by and through their counsel of record and files Plaintiffs’ 

Response in Opposition to State Farm’s [254] Motion for Protective Order, and respectfully 

request this Court DENY State Farm’s [254] Motion, and in support thereof would show the 

Court: 

I.  INTRODUCION 

1. Plaintiffs would respectfully show that State Farm’s [254] Motion is yet another attempt 

by State Farm to conceal the full measure of unfavorable facts regarding its fraudulent claims 

practices, and wrongful and bad faith denial of the Plaintiffs’ claims.  State Farm’s [254] Motion 

is nothing more than a cookie cutter motion file by State Farm without properly setting forth 

particular and specific facts that are required by law for entry of a protective order.  Further, 

State Farm’s [254] Motion attempts to prevent the Plaintiffs from discovering information 

regarding State Farm’s Affirmative Defenses to the claims of the Plaintiffs.  State Farm’s [254] 

Motion is improper and fatally defective, and Plaintiffs respectfully request this Court DENY the 

Instant Motion. 
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2. The subject [254] Motion seeks basically the same type improper restrictions on the 

Plaintiffs’ discovery efforts that are being sought in State Farm’s [255] [256] Motion for 

Protective Order Re: Use of Engineers . . ., which was filed by State Farm on September 28, 

2009.  The Court Granted State Farm’s [257] Motion to Expedite as to that Motion in Its October 

2, 2009 TEXT ONLY ORDER, yet no Order to expedite was entered regarding the present [254] 

Motion.  Both of State Farm’s Motions involve attempts to severely limit Plaintiffs’ discovery 

rights, however, and Plaintiffs’ incorporate their [273] Response to State Farm’s other [255] 

[256] Motion seeking to hide the truth as if fully set forth herein. 

II.  CLAIMS AND DEFENSES 

3. In this case, the Plaintiffs are claiming that State Farm breached its contract of insurance 

in bad faith with the Plaintiffs; failed to conduct an adequate investigation; failed to have 

Plaintiffs’ claims investigated and adjusted by competent claims personnel, adopted certain 

claims procedures that it failed to follow and created other claims procedures designed to 

wrongfully deny the Plaintiffs’ claims (and those of similarly situated insureds); engaged in a 

scheme to create and utilize fraudulent and absent claims handling procedures to wrongfully 

deny the Plaintiffs’ claims; manipulated procedures for responding to NFIP claims and its 

payment of the Plaintiffs’ NFIP claims to wrongfully avoid its burden of proof and coverage 

under the subject homeowner’s policy; and are asserting numerous claims related to State Farm’s 

institutional bad faith. See Plaintiffs’ [245] Amended Complaint. For example, Plaintiffs’ [245] 

Complaint includes the following claims: 

Defendants Failed to Conduct an Adequate Investigation, And 
Refused to Follow Their Own Claims Procedures or Controlling Law and 

Public Policy 
 

State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, failed to conduct an 
adequate investigation of Plaintiffs’ losses.   
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State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, had a duty to conduct 
a thorough investigation of the Plaintiffs’ claims.  That duty specifically included 
gathering all relevant facts.  State Farm Fire’s, and State Farm Mutual’s as co-
principal, own policies and procedures required claims personnel to canvass the 
neighborhood for eyewitnesses, and to consider the damage to the surrounding 
area in determining the cause of loss to Plaintiffs’ home and property.  State Farm 
Fire’s, and State Farm Mutual’s as co-principal, own written policies and 
procedures utilized for training adjusters to become certified to adjust claims such 
as the Plaintiffs confirm the burden lay with State Farm Fire to either pay the 
accidental direct physical losses suffered by the Plaintiffs as a result of Hurricane 
Katrina, or prove specific losses for which no payment is made were caused by a 
peril expressly excluded under the subject policies, and to resolve all doubts 
regarding coverage, including questions regarding cause of loss, in favor of the 
insured.  State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, also were 
required to follow, and adopted, Mississippi Insurance Department Bulletins 
2005-6 and 2006-2 as its own claims procedures, and directed and expected its 
claims representatives to comply therewith.  Mississippi Department Bulletin 
2005-6, issued on September 7, 2005 and adopted by State Farm Fire, and State 
Farm Mutual as co-principal, mandated that “where there is any doubt [about 
whether damage was caused by wind or water], that doubt will be resolved in 
favor of finding coverage on behalf of the insured.”   

State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, failed and refused to 
follow its own claims procedures with regard to its investigation and handling of 
Plaintiffs’ claim. 

State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, failed and refused to 
follow controlling Mississippi law and public policy with regard to its 
investigation and handling of Plaintiffs’ claim. 

State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, concealed from 
Plaintiffs and others, including the Mississippi Department of Insurance, their 
post-Katrina scheme designed to deny legitimate claims such as Plaintiffs’.   

 
Defendants Wrongfully and Fraudulently Denied Plaintiffs’ Claims 

 
After assessing the magnitude of the State Farm-insured Katrina losses, 

State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual, individually and/or as co-principal, 
intentionally and deliberately set forth on a course of action, concealed from the 
Plaintiffs and other homeowners, designed to reduce the companies’ exposure for 
losses by abandoning State Farm Fire’s, and State Farm Mutual’s as co-principal, 
duty to fully investigate individual Katrina significant damage claims, and to shift 
the financial burden of responding to the Hurricane to the Federal Government.  
Unbeknownst to the Plaintiffs, and concealed from the Plaintiffs and other State 
Farm insureds, State Farm Fire and State Farm Mutual as co-principal embarked 
during the period of August 29, 2005 and thereafter, on a calculated course of 
corporate conduct designed to deny Plaintiffs’ claims, and the claims of all 
Mississippi Gulf Coast homeowners like them whose State Farm-insured homes 
had been substantially damaged by Hurricane Katrina. 
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1.  Manipulation of NFIP Claims Handling Guidelines 
 

State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, drafted “amended”, 
“streamlined” claims handling procedures for handling Hurricane Katrina NFIP 
claims, and urged the Federal Government to accept and implement these 
guidelines.  The application and effect of the amended guidelines proposed by 
State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, was that there would be 
no requirement to prove the cause of loss as a prerequisite to paying policy limits 
under NFIP claims where the home and its contents were significantly damaged, 
and where FEMA supplied information showed significant storm surge inundated 
the property prior to the end of the Hurricane.  Additionally, State Farm Fire, and 
State Farm Mutual as co-principal, urged the Federal Government to allow it to 
use a “short-cut” program for determining whether policy limits could be paid, 
called XACT TOTAL.  Additionally, State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual 
acting as co-principal, induced the Federal Government to waive the requirement 
that State Farm reimburse to the Federal Government any NFIP claims payment 
that was later determined to be an “over-payment” (because, for example, it was 
later proven that loss was not caused by flood); and to waive the requirement that 
insureds sign a sworn proof of loss, admitting the cause of loss to covered 
property, as a pre-requisite to receiving policy benefits under NFIP policies.   

Upon information and belief, State Farm Fire’s, and State Farm Mutual’s as 
co-principal, goals associated with its proposal of amended NFIP Guidelines were 
two-fold.  As a WYO insurance company, State Farm Fire receives a percentage 
of every dollar paid out on an NFIP claim serviced by State Farm Fire, and State 
Farm Mutual as co-principal, as compensation for alleged “administration” fees.  
The percentage paid to State Farm Fire for its administration of Hurricane Katrina 
NFIP claims would not be reduced under the amended guidelines; however, State 
Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, would spend far less time and 
expense handling and paying NFIP claims under the amended guidelines 
proposed by State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal.  The net 
result would be that State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, 
would make a healthy profit from administering payments on NFIP claims, while 
doing less work that what would ordinarily be required to administer such claims. 

State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, convinced the Federal 
Government to adopt, and the Federal Government did adopt, amended guidelines 
for handling Hurricane Katrina NFIP claims that were nearly identical to the 
proposed plans submitted by State Farm.  State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual 
as co-principal, also “sold” the Federal Government on allowing State Farm, and 
the Government did allow State Farm to utilize the XACT TOTAL program for 
determining whether policy limits should be paid.  State Farm Fire, and State 
Farm Mutual as co-principal actually began utilizing their form of adopted 
guidelines for responding to Hurricane Katrina NFIP claims before they were 
even formally approved by the Federal Government.  As a result the manner in 
which State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal elected to utilize 
the “amended guidelines” for handling NFIP claims, State Farm Fire, and State 
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Farm Mutual as co-principal were able to obtain substantial compensation from 
the Federal Government for doing considerably less work than was contemplated 
in setting the percentage of payouts that would be paid to State Farm Fire in the 
form of administrative fees.  Use of the XACT TOTAL program to determine 
amount of loss, standing alone, reduced time involved with this step in the process 
by approximately 65%, according to State Farm’s own calculations.  Upon 
information and belief, State Farm Fire was paid hundreds of millions of dollars 
by the Federal Government in the form of “administrative fees” for handling 
Hurricane Katrina NFIP claims – which claims were paid without the requirement 
of performing an inspection to determine actual cause of loss, and without any 
determination actually having been made about the cause of loss.  Indeed, in a 
change of procedure that was unique to Hurricane Katrina, the Federal 
Government agreed not to seek reimbursement from State Farm Fire, and State 
Farm Mutual as co-principal, in the event it was subsequently determined State 
Farm paid more than it really should have under federal flood insurance policies.  
In short, State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, were given an 
open pass to mis-use taxpayer dollars in a fashion that allowed State Farm Fire to 
get paid for it, and then allowed State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-
principal, to avoid coverage under State Farm Fire’s own policies through strained 
arguments that insureds had already “admitted” losses were caused by “flood” by 
virtue of accepting NFIP payments made by State Farm Fire and State Farm 
Mutual, individually and/or as co-principal, under their mis-use use of the 
amended procedures for adjusting NFIP Katrina claims. 

The net effect of the Federal Government’s adoption of amended guidelines 
proposed by State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, and of the 
manner in which State Farm actually applied those guidelines to Katrina claims in 
light of the Federal Government’s waiver of any requirement that State Farm Fire 
reimburse it for over-payment of NFIP benefits, in addition to being a profit 
generator for State Farm, was that the terms of coverage under the standard NFIP 
policy were significantly broadened for the purpose of responding to Hurricane 
Katrina claims.  The standard NFIP policy, as written, only provides coverage for 
damage caused by flood, and contains an exclusion for damage caused by wind.  
Through State Farm Fire’s, and State Farm Mutual’s as co-principal, mis-use and 
application of the amended guidelines adopted for Hurricane Katrina, there was 
no requirement to prove loss was caused by flood – and not by wind – for paying 
NFIP claims, and State Farm was held harmless in the event it were later 
discovered State Farm paid an NFIP claim on a loss that was caused by wind, or 
one where the cause of loss was not objectively determinable.  Rather, the only 
requirement was a showing that the property was inundated with significant storm 
surge prior to the end of the Hurricane – regardless of whether the winds of the 
Hurricane may have significantly damaged or destroyed the home and property 
prior to the arrival of storm surge. 

The second prong of State Farm Fire’s, and State Farm Mutual’s as co-
principal, strategy with regard to utilization of amended NFIP Guidelines has 
played itself out through litigation of Hurricane Katrina cases in Mississippi 
Courts.  When insureds with significant losses who had coverage under both State 
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Farm Fire homeowner’s policies and State Farm Fire sold and administered NFIP 
policies pursue litigation against State Farm Fire and/or State Farm Mutual for 
bad faith failure to pay proceeds due under the homeowner’s insurance policies, 
State Farm Fire alleges the insureds are not entitled to proceeds or some 
percentage thereof under their homeowners’ insurance policy, because, State 
Farm Fire alleges, the insureds admitted losses were caused by “flood” by virtue 
of accepting benefits under their NFIP policies.  Of course, State Farm Fire, and 
State Farm Mutual as co-principal, have systematically concealed the fact and 
effect of its encouragement that the Federal Government adopt, and the Federal 
Government’s ultimate adoption of, the amended guidelines discussed above, and 
the manner in which State Farm Fire and State Farm Mutual, individually and/or 
as co-principal, manipulated those procedures to pay claims such as the Plaintiffs 
without proving cause of loss, and without requirement Plaintiffs to sign sworn 
proof of loss forms, or even acknowledge cause of loss as a pre-requisite to 
receipt of NFIP benefits. 

 
2.  State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, Devised and 
Employed Fraudulent Claims Handling Guidelines 
 

In accordance with a top-down policy, adopted by State Farm Fire, and State 
Farm Mutual as co-principal, post-Katrina, after deliberation and calculation; and 
fraudulently concealed from the Plaintiffs, State Farm Fire, and State Farm 
Mutual as co-principal: changed their claims handling procedures for losses 
contacted by storm surge; canceled their adjusters’ requests for engineer reports, 
failed to timely obtain engineer reports, replaced unfavorable engineer reports 
with favorable engineer reports and/or used engineers who were willing to 
fabricate reports; ignored engineer reports and other evidence, including 
eyewitness testimony, that proved homes in the community were destroyed by 
hurricane force winds before the storm surge arrived; required “revisions” and/or 
“modifications”, including deletions and supplementations to exclude reference to 
“wind damage” of unfavorable engineer reports; directed engineer’s to conclude 
storm surge was the cause of loss in their reports, and fired and/or threatened to 
fire engineers who would not conform their reports to State Farm Fire’s and State 
Farm Mutual’s pre-investigation directions regarding cause of loss; ignored 
findings in engineer reports that demonstrated coverage; adopted requirements for 
finding coverage that had not been utilized on pre-Katrina claims, and that were 
not contained within, nor supported by the subject policy of insurance; and issued 
across the board denials of full and complete coverage to policyholders whose 
homes were substantially damaged by the hurricane, including the Plaintiffs. 

State Farm Mutual, individually and/or as co-principal drafted; and State Farm 
Fire, pursuant to State Farm Mutual’s instructions, adopted; new claims handling 
procedures after the hurricane to be “used for determination of coverage” in 
Mississippi Katrina claims where insured property was contacted by hurricane 
driven storm surge.  State Farm Mutual and State Farm Fire were both directly 
involved in the course of conduct that led to the denial of the Plaintiffs’ claims.   
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The coverage provisions of the new wind/water procedure written and/or 
required by State Farm Mutual, and implemented by State Farm Mutual, 
individually and/or as co-principal, and State Farm Fire, including but not limited 
to the requirement of finding “discernible wind damage” (also called 
distinguishable wind damage to “separate portions of property”) as a prerequisite 
for coverage on substantial losses, were not supported by the terms of the subject 
insurance contract or Mississippi law.  The procedures were intentionally 
designed to result, and did result, in denials of legitimate claims, including the 
Plaintiffs’, and to save State Farm from the magnitude of payments that were 
rightfully due Plaintiffs and others under the form of policy issued to the 
Plaintiffs, and hundreds of other Mississippi insureds. 

The actions of State Farm Mutual, individually and/or as co-principal, and 
State Farm Fire, concealed not only from State Farm Fire policyholders but also 
from the Mississippi Department of Insurance, were designed to, and did in effect 
shift the burden of establishing in significant damage cases the cause of the 
accidental direct physical loss under the Defendants’ all risk policy from the 
Company to the policyholder.  Said actions and conduct were also designed to 
enable State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, to deny coverage 
for “indivisible” losses, where State Farm could not objectively prove the cause of 
loss, and where it was known that the property was subjected to both Hurricane 
force winds and storm surge.  Under the terms and conditions of the State Farm 
Fire homeowner policy, and MDI Bulletin 2005-6 which was expressly adopted 
by State Farm Fire, State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principle, were 
required to provide coverage for “indivisible” losses, because they were required 
to resolve doubt about cause of loss in favor of coverage for the insured. 

State Farm Fire’s, and State Farm Mutual’s as co-principal, actions resulted in 
an intentional and deliberate abandonment of the duty to fully, timely and 
competently investigate the claims of the Plaintiffs,; and an intentional and 
deliberate abandonment of the duty to interpret and apply coverage in line with 
the terms and conditions of the subject policy of insurance, and Mississippi law. 

Based on the above conspired actions, and contrary to the express and implicit 
representations of State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, and 
their agents that the Plaintiffs were purchasing coverage for losses and damages 
caused by hurricanes, and contrary to the express and implicit policy provisions, 
State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, refused to pay for all the 
losses and damages the Plaintiffs suffered at their home, which losses were all 
caused by Hurricane Katrina – a windstorm. 

During the time when Plaintiffs were being advised by State Farm Fire’s, and 
State Farm Mutual’s as co-principal, agents and/or representatives that damage to 
their home included losses caused by covered perils, and that further investigation 
would be required, State Farm Mutual, individually and/or as co-principal, had 
already written procedures which required the denial of Plaintiffs’ claim. 

The acts and omissions of the State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-
principal, with regard to “investigation” of the cause of the loss incurred by the 
Plaintiffs, and Defendant’s outright denial of coverage for large portions of 
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Plaintiffs’ claims, constitute intentional, deliberate conduct accompanied by fraud 
or deceit as alleged specifically herein. 

The conduct of Defendants, on information and belief, was motivated, in part, 
by State Farm Fire’s and State Farm Mutual’s, as co-principal, desire to (1) save 
money on substantial damage claims in violation of its duties to the Plaintiffs and 
similarly situated State Farm insured homeowners and (2) shift liability for a large 
portion of the enormous Katrina losses from State Farm’s Homeowners Policies 
to NFIP flood program policies and/or the policyholders.  

When State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal,, on March 31, 
2006, responded in writing to the March 24, 2006 demand from the Insurance 
Department for a “detailed written explanation concerning State Farm Fire’s 
interpretation and application of the concurrent causation policy provision as 
same is being applied to Hurricane Katrina victims, particularly those with 
substantial damage claims,” Defendants failed to disclose that their new written 
wind/water coverage procedure, adopted just 13 days after the Hurricane, 
provided: “Where wind acts concurrently with flooding to cause damage to the 
insured property, coverage for the loss exists only under flood coverage, if 
available.”  Likewise, Defendants failed to disclose that the edited, final version 
of the wind/water coverage procedure omitted an entire category contained in the 
original draft (which category applied to Plaintiffs’ claim), the category for 
“Damage to the Property that May Have Been Caused by Either Windstorm or 
Flood or a Combination of the Two and it is difficult to conclusively determine 
Causation.”  State Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, further 
concealed from the Mississippi Department of Insurance the fact that they made a 
decision, expressed through omission of this entire category, to likewise ignore 
their duty under the law (expressly set forth under the referenced category in the 
original draft of the wind water procedure) to “prove that the excluded damage 
(flood) caused the loss.” 

Pursuant to the terms of the contract of insurance and Mississippi law, State 
Farm Fire, and State Farm Mutual as co-principal, was obligated to pay Plaintiffs’ 
claims unless it established that “loss would not have occurred in the absence of 
water.”  Since Defendants did not meet that burden, the denial of benefits is 
contrary to the terms of the insurance contract and Mississippi law. 
 

(See ¶¶ 34-55 of Plaintiffs’ [245] Amended Complaint). 

FRAUDULENT CLAIMS PRACTICES  
 

The massive number of homes destroyed by Hurricane Katrina left State Farm 
Fire facing huge losses after Hurricane Katrina. State Farm Mutual, individually 
and/or as co-principal, and State Farm Fire made an initial assessment of the 
magnitude of the loss. State Farm Fire and State Farm Mutual then conceived, 
conspired, and instituted a fraudulent course of claims practices to be applied to 
Katrina “substantial damage claims”, including that of the Plaintiffs. 

State Farm Fire and State Farm Mutual combined for the purpose of 
accomplishing an unlawful purpose, namely the wrongful denial of Hurricane 
Katrina claims such as Plaintiffs.   
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State Farm Fire and State Farm Mutual utilized their separate corporate 
statuses as a means to enable the accomplishment of the unlawful purpose(s) at 
issue.  

The claims of the Plaintiffs were wrongfully denied pursuant to State Farm 
Fire’s and State Farm Mutual’s Katrina –specific “top down” scheme of 
fraudulent and deceptive claims practices. 

State Farm Fire, acting in concert with State Farm Mutual, in effect re-wrote 
its contract and its claims procedures for substantial damage cases where the 
property may have been contacted by storm surge during the Hurricane and 
embarked on an intentional course of pre-litigation and post-litigation conduct, 
fraudulently concealed from Plaintiffs and others, deliberately designed to deny 
legitimate claims covered under the State Farm Fire contract and Mississippi law. 

The actions of State Farm Fire and State Farm Mutual constitute a deliberate 
course of company-wide fraudulent and/or improper post-Hurricane Katrina 
claims handling practices by which State Farm Fire and State Farm Mutual 
intentionally undertook to defraud and/or mistreat the Plaintiffs and other 
similarly situated State Farm insured homeowners, as well as others. 

The scheme included post-Katrina modification of policy coverage provisions 
and employment by State Farm Mutual and State Farm Fire of improper or absent 
procedures fraudulently concealed from Plaintiffs and other homeowners who 
were expecting and relying on good faith handling of their claims by State Farm. 

Said actions by State Farm Fire constitute civil conspiracy, fraud, fraudulent 
concealment, and fraudulent inducement, as well as bad faith claims handling on 
an institutional basis in the handling by State Farm Mutual and State Farm Fire of 
Katrina substantial damage claims.  The actions by State Farm Fire and State 
Farm Mutual were intended to, and did, result in the intentional and fraudulent 
denial of the claims of the Plaintiffs and others whose homes were significantly 
damaged by Hurricane Katrina. 

The actions of State Farm Fire and State Farm Mutual caused or contributed 
to the damages of the Plaintiffs. 

State Farm Fire conspired with State Farm Mutual to wrongfully, fraudulently 
and/or unlawfully: impose extra-contractual requirements for coverage on 
Hurricane Katrina claims, including the Plaintiffs’; abandon State Farm Fire’s, 
and State Farm Mutual’s, as co-principal, duty to conduct full and thorough 
investigations on Hurricane Katrina claims, including the Plaintiffs’; formulate 
and utilize fraudulent claims practices on Hurricane Katrina claims, including the 
Plaintiffs’; and to wrongfully deny Hurricane Katrina claims, including the 
Plaintiffs’. 
 

(See ¶¶ 99-108 of Plaintiffs’ [245] Amended Complaint).  As set forth below, it is these claims, 

together with State Farm’s Affirmative Defenses, that determine the scope of discovery in this 

case. 
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4. State Farm filed its [275] Answer to Plaintiffs’ Amended Complaint providing a laundry 

list of denials and affirmative defense to the claims of the Plaintiffs.1 Specifically, State Farm 

asserted the following Affirmative Defenses: 

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE  
State Farm affirmatively pleads that no coverage exists for the Plaintiffs’ losses 
caused or contributed to by any of the following: “flood, surface water, waves, 
tidal water, tsunami, seiche, overflow of a body of water, or spray from any of 
these, all whether driven by wind or not” pursuant to Business Policy No. 99-B5-
9935-5, Business Policy No. 98-33-7526-2 and Homeowners Policy No. 24-CD-
9277-6, and in accordance with Plaintiffs’ homeowners policy’s terms, 
conditions, definitions and exclusions stated therein. 
 

SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
 Defendants affirmatively plead that they have not breached any duty of 
good faith and fair dealing which exists in favor of the Plaintiffs.  As such, 
Defendants aver that the Plaintiffs may not assert a claim for extra-contractual 
damages, including punitive damages, as there is insufficient evidence to meet the 
burden of proof necessary to sustain the underlying claims for damages under 
State Farm’s policies at issue or otherwise, and without actual damages against 
Defendants, extra-contractual damages, including punitive damages, are not 
recoverable… 
 

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
 Defendants affirmatively plead that they have not acted in bad faith in 
their dealings with the Plaintiffs. 
 

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Defendants affirmatively plead that they have not engaged in any conduct which 
entitles Plaintiffs to recover punitive damages or extra-contractual damages of any 
kind and affirmatively plead all conditions precedent under the policies which the 
Plaintiffs have listed in the Amended Complaint and under which Plaintiffs are 
suing Defendants. 
 

FIFTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Defendants affirmatively plead that every element of the Plaintiffs’ claims for 
punitive damages must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt because without 
such proof, said claim would violate Defendants’ due process rights under the 
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution and under 
Article 3, Section 14 of the Mississippi Constitution. 
 

TWENTY-SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
                                                           
1   All of the cited Affirmative Defenses were similarly set forth in State Farm’s Answers to previous 
versions of the Complaint filed by the Plaintiffs’ prior attorneys. 
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Defendants affirmatively plead that State Farm’s rate structure and policy forms 
at issue were properly filed with and approved by the Mississippi Commissioner 
of Insurance in accordance with § 83-2-1, et seq. Mississippi Code of 1972, 
Annotated (as amended) . . . 
 

TWENTY-THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
 Defendants affirmatively plead that Plaintiffs’ claims constitute an 
improper attempt to achieve de novo judicial review or otherwise to collaterally 
attack the Mississippi Commissioner of Insurance’s prior decisions contrary to 
procedures established by settled Mississippi law.  Plaintiffs’ claims, therefore, 
are barred by the separation of powers provisions of the Constitution of the State 
of Mississippi… 
 

THIRTY-FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
 Defendants affirmatively plead that any attempt to rewrite or abridge the 
clear and unambiguous policy language contained in the policies issued by State 
Farm to Plaintiffs and attached hereto as Exhibit “1,” “2,” and “3,” would violate 
the prohibition against laws that impair the obligations of contracts in violation of 
Article Three, Section 16 of the Constitution of Mississippi and similar 
protections contained in the United States Constitution. 
 

THIRTY-SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
 Defendants affirmatively plead that the Plaintiffs’ Amended Complaint 
improperly seeks to deprive Defendants of equal protection of the law in 
contravention of the Constitution of the United States. 
 

THIRTY-THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
 Defendants affirmatively plead that the Plaintiffs’ Amended Complaint 
does not present a justiciable case or controversy between Plaintiff and the 
Defendants… 
 

THIRTY-NINETH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
 The Standard Flood Insurance Policy limits liability with respect to other 
policies of flood insurance.  If a loss covered by the Standard Flood Insurance 
Policy is also covered by other flood insurance whether collectible or not,  State 
Farm will pay only the proportion of the loss that the limit of liability that applies 
under the Standard Flood Insurance Policy bears to the total amount of flood 
insurance covering the loss, as per Article VII(C).  State Farm as homeowners 
and business insurance carrier pleads all rights and defenses arising from the 
existence of and payment to Plaintiffs under any flood insurance policy… 
(EMPHASIS ADDED) 
 

FORTY-FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
 Defendants affirmatively plead the doctrine of payment, accord and 
satisfaction, recoupment and set-off to the extent the same may be applicable.  
Further, State Farm as homeowners and business insurance carrier pleads all 
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rights and defenses arising from the existence of and payment to Plaintiff 
under any flood insurance policy.  (EMPHASIS ADDED) 
 

FORTY-SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Defendants affirmatively plead election of remedies to the extent applicable. 
 

FORTY-FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
 Defendants affirmatively plead that Plaintiffs are charged with knowledge 
of the purpose of the National Flood Insurance Program, specifically that 
homeowners and/or business policies of insurance do not provide coverage for 
“flood” damages.  There can be no reasonable reliance, as a matter of law, on a 
person failing to know this, the terms of the homeowners or business policy, the 
terms of the National Flood Insurance Program policy and/or the law related 
thereto… 
 

FORTY-SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Defendants affirmatively plead that to the extent Plaintiffs have received funds 
from other sources as a result of their damages claimed from Hurricane Katrina, 
herein, and the same may be required to be repaid as a result of any recovery 
hereunder, that State Farm is not required to make such payment on behalf of the 
insured, or is entitled to a set-off for the same. In this regard, without limitation, 
State Farm as homeowners and/or business insurance carrier pleads all rights and 
defenses arising from the existence of and payment to Plaintiff under the flood 
insurance policy. 
 

FORTY-SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
 Defendants affirmatively plead that its agent has no affirmative duty to 
advise an insured, including the Plaintiffs herein, of the coverage provided by an 
insurance policy, including the policy attached hereto as Exhibits “1,” “2,” and 
“3.” 
 

Importantly, State Farm affirmatively pleads that State Farm did not breach is duty of good faith 

and fair dealings to the Plaintiffs (7th Aff. Def.); that State Farm did not act in bad faith in their 

dealings with the Plaintiffs (8th Aff. Def.); that State Farm is entitled to all rights and defenses 

pursuant to Article VII(C) of the Standard Flood Insurance Policy, and that Plaintiffs’ acceptance 

of benefits under their NFIP policy is adverse to their rights under their homeowner’s policy 

(39th through 46th Affirmative Defenses); and that State Farm had no duty to inform the Plaintiffs 

of coverage provided by an insurance policy (47th Aff. Def).  State Farm’s affirmative defenses 
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are made in an effort to defeat the claims of the Plaintiffs, and Plaintiffs must be entitled to 

conduct discovery into the factual basis and foundation of each of these defenses. 

III. THE LAW OF DISCOVERY AND PROTECTIVE ORDERS 

A. Discovery is a Broad Mechanism That Allows Disclosure of  
Information Regarding Claims and Defenses in this Cause, and Plaintiffs  

are Entitled to Inquire Regarding Any Matter Regarding the Claims and Defenses 
 

5. Under F.R.C.P Rule 26(b)(1), a party may inquire about “any matter, not privileged, that 

is relevant to a “claim or defense”. Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b)(1)(emphasis added) Discovery 

“encompass[es] any matter that bears on, or that reasonably could lead to other matter that could 

bear on, any issue that is or may be in the case.” Oppenheimer Fund, Inc. v. Sanders, 437 U.S. 

340,352(1978)(emphasis added) Further, the information sought in discovery need not be 

admissible if reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence.  Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b)(1).  A 

party is entitled to the discovery of information regarding the defenses claimed against him.  See 

LaPlante v. Evans, 228  F.R.D. 115, 117 (D. Conn., 2005)2. 

6. The Plaintiffs are entitled to seek discovery of information regarding their claims against 

State Farm, as well as State Farm’s defenses and affirmative defenses.  As set forth above, State 

Farm’s Motion seeks to improperly restrict Plaintiffs’ efforts to seek such discovery, and ignores 

the scope and breadth of the claims and defenses at issue in this litigation.  Take, for example, 

Plaintiffs’ claims that State Farm breached the duty of good faith and fair dealing, and State 

Farm’s affirmative defense that it did not.  Under Mississippi law, there is an implied covenant 

of good faith and fair dealing.  Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Miss. v. Maus, 516 So.2d 495, 498 

(Miss. 1987).  The Mississippi Supreme Court has further held that an insurance company: 

has a duty to the insured to make a reasonably prompt investigation of all relevant 
facts. It has a further duty, after an adequate investigation and a realistic 

                                                           
2 In LaPlante, the District Court found that the party seeking protective order did not demonstrate good 
cause that would warrant the issuance of a protective order.  Id. 
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evaluation of the claim, to tell the insured, its customer, the plain truth. And, if 
the insurance company cannot give its insured a valid reason for denying the 
claim, it has a final duty to promptly honor it. 

 
Bankers Life and Cas. Co. v. Crenshaw, 483 So.2d 254,276 (Miss., 1985).  Obviously, Plaintiffs 

cannot determine whether State Farm breached its duty of good faith and fair dealing if Plaintiffs 

are not allowed to explore the training, experience, knowledge of applicable procedures, and 

application of applicable procedures by the individuals assigned to investigate and adjust the 

Plaintiffs’ claims; or if Plaintiffs are not allowed to explore what protocols those individuals 

were required to follow on claims such as the Plaintiffs, and whether those (possibly unique to 

Katrina) protocols were consistent with training and experience; or if Plaintiffs are not allowed to 

discovery whether their own claims were handled in a consistent manner with the claims of 

similarly situated insureds in Mississippi and/or the general vicinity of Plaintiffs’ losses. 

B. “Good Cause” Must Be Shown Granted a Protective Order 

7. According to Rule 26(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a person or party, by 

whom discovery is being sought, may file a motion for protective order. The court may grant a 

protective order when it is necessary to “protect a party or person from annoyance, 

embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense.” Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(c). See Thomas v. 

Int'l Bus. Mach., 48 F.3d 478, 482 (10th Cir.1995). It is the party seeking the protective order 

who has the burden to show good cause for a protective order. See Sentry Ins. v. Shivers, 164 

F.R.D. 255, 256 (D.Kan.1996). To demonstrate good cause, the party seeking the protective 

order must submit “a particular and specific demonstration of fact, as distinguished from 

stereotyped and conclusory statements.” Gulf Oil Co. v. Bernard, 452 U.S. 89, 102 n. 16, 101 

S.Ct. 2193, 68 L.Ed.2d 693 (1981)(internal quotations and citations omitted). 

Since such a motion limits the liberal discovery rules, “good cause” is only established when the 
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movant demonstrates that disclosure would cause a clearly defined and serious injury. University 

of Massachusetts v. Roslin Institute , 437 F.Supp.2d 57, 60 -61 (D.D.C.,2006) (citations omitted) 

A mere showing that discovery may involve inconvenience and expense will not meet this 

threshold requirement.   Id. (emphasis added).  “Moreover, the showing required under Rule 

26(c) must be sufficient to overcome plaintiffs' legitimate and important interests in trial 

preparation. See Alexander v. F.B.I.,  186 F.R.D. 71, 74 -75 (D.D.C.,1998)(citing Farnsworth v. 

Procter & Gamble Co., 758 F.2d 1545, 1547 (11th Cir.1985) (“[T]rial preparation and defense ... 

are important interests, and great care must be taken to avoid their unnecessary infringement.”)). 

IV. ARGUMENT 

A. State Farm’s Three General Reasons For Protective Order Are Not Supported By The 
Principals And Purposes of Discovery 

 
8. State Farm’s [254] Motion requests a protective order that would foreclose Plaintiffs’ 

ability to discover information regarding the Plaintiffs’ claims and the multiple affirmative 

defenses posed by State Farm.  First, State Farm requests that Plaintiff be limited only to inquire 

regarding the witness’ involvement and knowledge of Plaintiffs’ specific claims.  This request 

for protection flies directly in the face of the spirit of discovery provided by the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure and federal common law interpreting same.  Plaintiffs are entitled to inquire 

regarding any matter regarding the claims and defenses of this lawsuit.  Plaintiffs certainly are 

entitled to question these witnesses regarding their involvement in the claims of the Plaintiffs, 

but Plaintiffs are further entitled to question these witnesses regarding the good faith and fair 

dealings State Farm asserts was bestowed upon the handling of Plaintiffs’ claims, as set forth 

above.  The discovery of information in support of State Farm’s affirmative defense necessarily 

involves a broader scope of inquiry beyond the witness’ sole involvement in Plaintiffs’ claims. 
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9. Second, State Farm attempts to improperly limit Plaintiffs’ discovery regarding State 

Farm’s general practices regarding the handling of State Farm’s Hurricane Katrina Claims.  State 

Farm requests that this Court require the Plaintiff to establish the foundation upon which the 

witness performed a particular duty or took a particular action in the Plaintiffs’ claims before 

questioning the witnesses regarding the general practices that the witness would typically under 

take in the handling of an insurance claim.  State Farm’s position is ludicrous and prejudicial to 

the administration of justice.  Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 26(b)(1), 

Plaintiffs are entitled to inquire about “any matter” regarding the claims AND defenses in this 

lawsuit.  Further, Plaintiff is necessarily entitled (if not required) to discover the foundation upon 

which these witnesses generally conducted their duties of handling insurance claims – their 

training and experience.  What State Farm requests is that this Court prohibit the Plaintiffs from 

discovering the very background and foundational evidence that would tend to support or 

undermine State Farm’s own affirmative defenses.  This type of limitation on discovery would 

undo the purposes of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and be prejudicial to the Plaintiffs’ 

ability to prosecute their claims and prejudicial to the administration of Justice.   

10. Third,  State Farm requests this Court prohibit the Plaintiffs from inquiring regarding the 

State Farm’s corporate policies and procedures because these witnesses are not 30(b)(6) 

designees.  State Farm further requests this Court prohibit the Plaintiffs from questioning the 

witnesses regarding their “personal knowledge” of State Farm’s policies and procedures.  This 

request is ridiculous.  Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Plaintiffs are allowed to 

discover the knowledge of witnesses.  This case necessarily involves these witnesses’ knowledge 

of the policies and procedures of State Farm regarding the handling of Hurricane Katrina 

insurance claims – and whether they applied their training and experience and/or Katrina specific 
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directives to the Plaintiffs’ claims.  The distinction regarding 30(b)(6) testimony is not lost by 

allowing Plaintiffs to conduct discovery into “policies and procedures” from fact witnesses, as 

suggested by State Farm.  If the company later wants to identify policies and procedures different 

from those identified by the witnesses, then it is allowed to discount the witness’ testimony.  

State Farm is not permitted to dictate the order of Plaintiffs’ discovery, however, and Plaintiffs 

are entitled to explore the training and experience of the fact witnesses they depose.  If Plaintiff 

is prohibited from inquiry into each witness’s knowledge of the policies and procedures of State 

Farm, and the applicability of those policies and procedures, then the Plaintiffs hands are 

improperly tied in this litigation and the prejudice to the Plaintiffs would be unprecedented.  

State Farm’s position is not supported by any principal under the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure, federal law, or the principals of justice and fair play. 

11. Plaintiffs will address the individual allegations for protective order for each 

witness.  It should be noted that State Farm grossly underplayed the importance of the witnesses 

that are the subject of its Motion, in an apparent attempt to mislead this Honorable Court.  

Specifically: 

a. Bill Saari:  State Farm failed to inform the Court that the Plaintiffs sent Mr. Saari 

a Certified Letter regarding a telephone conversation that occurred between Mr. Saari and 

Celeste O’Keefe on March 22, 2006, wherein Plaintiffs rejected State Farm’s conclusions in 

its Denial Letter, and specifically requested State Farm’s procedures in limiting coverage for 

the Plaintiffs’ home, and specifically requested whether an engineer was assigned to the 

Plaintiffs’ claim and, if not, an explanation in writing of how an adjuster (who failed to even 

get on the roof!) could make such a determination without the assistance of an engineer.  

(See letter attached as “Exhibit 1”, Bates numbered HO-24-Z204-064, 100135-100154).  
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State Farm requests this Court limit the inquiry of Bill Saari, an independent adjuster who 

works for non-party Worley Claims, to his involvement in and knowledge of the Plaintiffs’ 

homeowner’s claim.  State Farm’s request fails fatally short of meeting the requirement of 

“good cause” under F.R.C.P. 26(c).  State Farm simply states, in a conclusory fashion, that 

the deposition testimony should be limited because of State Farm’s allegations that Mr. Saari 

was “only peripherally involved”. State Farm does not show that any specific injury would 

occur if the Plaintiffs are allowed to conduct a normal discovery deposition taken pursuant to 

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  State Farm further has not shown that the deposition 

Mr. Saari will cause needless annoyance, oppression, and undue burden.  State Farm merely 

makes stereotypical and conclusory assertions that by no way meets the requirements for 

issuance of a protective order under F.R.C.P. 26(C). 

b. Lecky King:  State Farm fails to apprise the Court of the importance of Ms. 

King’s communication top Rachel Fisher that the Plaintiffs’ home could be “evaluated as a 

total loss”.  Plaintiffs will show (if they are allowed to conduct proper discovery) through 

Ms. King’s deposition that this instruction was directly related to State Farm’s application 

of the NFIP’s Amended Guidelines for responding to Hurricane Katrina claims, even 

before those procedures were formally adopted by the NFIP.  The Court has previously 

been provided numerous emails from and to Ms. King related to her involvement in the 

process that State Farm used to pay people, like the O’Keefes, 100% of their NFIP policy 

limits without proving cause of loss, only to claim the insured’s acceptance of those 

proceeds constituted an “admission” that loss was caused by flood with regard to claims 

under State Farm’s homeowner’s policy.  State Farm requests a protective order regarding 

the examination of Ms. King to the extent that State Farm wishes to again foreclose the 
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Plaintiffs from the possible discovery of critical evidence in support of the Plaintiffs’ claims 

and/or State Farm’s defenses.  Specifically, State Farm requests that the Plaintiffs be 

prohibited from questioning Ms. King regarding State Farm’s involvement in the drafting 

and implementation of the amended claims handing guidelines that were adopted by FEMA 

after Hurricane Katrina.  It was of course Ms. King’s knowledge and/or involvement in that 

process, however, that led her to instruct adjuster Rachel Fisher to “evaluate [the Plaintiffs’ 

NFIP claim] as a total loss” at such a time as no engineer had been assigned – which is what 

led to the Plaintiffs being paid 100% of their NFIP policy limits and, Plaintiffs contend, to 

the decision not to hire an engineer to properly evaluate Plaintiffs’ losses.  Again, with 

regard to State Farm’s request for protective order for the deposition of Ms. King, State Farm 

fails to demonstrate good cause as required by F.R.C.P. 26(C).  State Farm does not show 

that certain and specific injury would result if the protective order is not granted.  State Farm 

does not show that any harm other than the mere expense and inconvenience of a deposition 

would occur.  State Farm grossly fails to meet the requirements under the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure that would justify the issuance of a protective order regarding the deposition 

of Ms. King. 

c. Brian Llewellyn:  State Farm fails apprise the Court that Mr. Llewellyn 

expressly advised the Plaintiffs’ that loss of income due to interruption in Dancel’s 

business activities was covered by the subject State Farm business policy.  Clearly, the 

Plaintiffs are entitled to a broad range of discovery to determine what facts and State Farm 

policies and procedures led Mr. Llewellyn to such a conclusion – regardless of whether those 

facts and procedures specifically name or refer to the Plaintiffs in this litigation.  With regard 

to the protective order sought by State Farm regarding the deposition of Brian Llewellyn, 
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State Farm again makes conclusory statements that fail to demonstrate “good cause” as 

required by F.R.C.P. 26(C).  State Farm fails to demonstrate that any certain and specific 

injury would result if the deposition proceeds without a protective order.  Again, Plaintiffs 

are entitled to inquire regarding “any matter” regarding the claims and defenses of this 

action.  State Farm simply requests that this Court carte blanche preclude the Plaintiffs from 

inquiring regarding information that is critical to the claims and defenses of the parties to this 

cause. 

d. Artur Leotis:  This is the representative of the Special Handling Unit that State 

Farm concedes was assigned to “investigate whether the O’Keefes intended to purchase a 

business policy for the Dancel Group” when the purchased the subject policy of insurance.  

State Farm fails to inform the Court that Plaintiffs have produced a transcript of a recorded 

conversation with Mr. Leotis in this litigation – and more importantly fails to inform the 

Court that Mr. Leotis admitted to Celeste O’Keefe that that his investigation could lead to 

payment of the Plaintiffs’ claims for loss of income due to interruption of Dancel’s 

business operations – and that he had the authority to recommend that coverage be 

provided.  (See transcript, Bates Numbers DANCEL 000532-536, at pg. 535, attached as 

“Exhibit 2”).  Clearly, Plaintiffs cannot conduct meaningful discovery into this important 

topic (what facts would have led to State Farm providing coverage, what policies governed 

this investigation, and why the investigation did not result in the coverage Mr. Leotis 

admitted may apply) unless they are allowed to conduct discovery into the training, and 

policies and procedures that governed – or should have governed such an investigation.  

Limiting Plaintiffs to discovery of only facts directly related to Plaintiffs’ claims would 

prohibit them from making any reasonable inquiry into this topic.  With regard to the 
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protective order sought by State Farm regarding the deposition of Arthur Leotis, State Farm 

continues to make conclusory statements that fail to demonstrate “good cause” as required by 

F.R.C.P. 26(C).  State Farm fails to demonstrate that any certain and specific injury would 

result if the deposition proceeds without a protective order.  Again, Plaintiffs are entitled to 

inquire regarding “any matter” regarding the claims and defenses of this action.  State Farm 

simply requests that this Court carte blanche preclude the Plaintiff from inquiring regarding 

information that is critical to the claims and defenses of the parties to this cause, without any 

justification. 

e. Rachel Fisher:  State Farm fails to apprise the Court that Rachel Fisher appears 

in at least 38 places in State Farm’s claims files – with regard to the Plaintiffs’ NFIP, 

homeowners and business claims; or that she was the primary adjuster for both the NFIP and 

homeowner’s claims.  With regard to handling of “similar” claims, this Court has repeatedly 

ruled the manner in which claims in the same general vicinity of a Plaintiffs’ claims is 

discoverable – to a radius of at least ½ mile around the insured structure.  Plaintiffs refer the 

Court to, and incorporate their [273] Response to State Farm’s other [255] [256] Motion on 

this issue.  With regard to Fisher’s knowledge of State Farm’s policies, procedures and 

practices, such is standard and necessary discovery in every insurance breach of 

contract / bad faith case.  Plaintiffs are entitled to ascertain whether Fisher was competent 

to adjust their claims3, which can only be accomplished through a determination of her 

training and experience, her knowledge of State Farm’s policies and procedures for 

investigating and responding to claims like the Plaintiffs’, and her proper or improper use 

and application of those procedures.  With regard to the protective order sought by State 
                                                           
3   For example, Plaintiffs expressly allege in their Complaint that State Farm falsely represented to the 
Plaintiffs that State Farm would “use competent professionals to investigate and adjust hurricane claims 
in an unbiased and fair manner . . .” in ¶¶ 73 and 74 of their [245] Complaint. 
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Farm regarding the deposition of Rachel Fisher, State Farm continues to make conclusory 

statements that fail to demonstrate “good cause” as required by F.R.C.P. 26(C).  State Farm 

fails to demonstrate that any certain and specific injury would result if the deposition 

proceeds without a protective order.  Again, Plaintiffs are entitled to inquire regarding “any 

matter” regarding the claims and defenses of this action.  State Farm simply requests that this 

Court carte blanche preclude the Plaintiffs from inquiring regarding information that is 

critical to the claims and defenses of the parties to this cause, without any justification. 

 WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiffs respectfully request the Court 

enter an Order DENYING State Farm’s [254] Motion for Protective Order, and granting any and 

all relief in favor of the Plaintiffs, including but not limited to an Order that State Farm shall pay 

Plaintiffs’ costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, for having to respond to this 

improper Motion. 

 Respectfully submitted, this the 13th day of October, 2009. 
      

    DANIEL B. O’KEEFE, CELESTE A. FOSTER  
   O’KEEFE, AND THE DANCEL GROUP, INC.,  
   PLAINTIFFS 

 
                               By: /s/ Christopher C. Van Cleave  
   CHRISTOPHER C. VAN CLEAVE (MSB #10796) 
 
CLYDE H. GUNN, III (MSB #5074) 
CHRISTOPHER C. VAN CLEAVE (MSB #10796) 
W. CORBAN GUNN (MSB #101752) 
DAVID N. HARRIS, JR. (MSB #100790) 
CORBAN, GUNN & VAN CLEAVE, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Drawer 1916  
Biloxi, MS 39533-1916  
Telephone: (228) 432-7826  
Facsimile: (228) 456-0998 
Email: christopher@cgvclaw.com   
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I, undersigned counsel of record, hereby certify that I have this day electronically filed 

the foregoing with the Clerk of the Court using the EFC system which sent notification of such 

filing to the following: 

 
 B. Wayne Williams, Esq. 

Dan W. Webb, Esq. 
Roechelle R. Morgan 
Paige C. Bush, Esq. 

 Webb, Sanders, & Williams, PLLC 
 363 North Broadway 
 Post Office Box 496 
 Tupelo, Mississippi 38802 
 (662) 844-2137 (off) 
 wwilliams@webbsanders.com 
 RRM@webbsanders.com 
 
 Attorneys for State Farm Fire & Casualty Company 
 And Marshall J. Eleuterius 
 
 
 Respectfully submitted, this the 13th day of October, 2009.  
      

    DANIEL B. O’KEEFE, CELESTE A. FOSTER  
   O’KEEFE, AND THE DANCEL GROUP, INC.,  
   PLAINTIFFS 

 
 
                     By:/s/ Christopher C. Van Cleave  
  CHRISTOPHER C. VAN CLEAVE (MSB #10796) 
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